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We analyze optical diffraction of a micro-aperture (slit or hole) in a metal screen in the intermediate
zone and report its application for beam focusing and collimating in micro-optics. Both finite-
-difference time-domain simulations and Rayleigh–Sommerfeld diffraction formula were applied
to calculate the intermediate-zone diffraction patterns. It is shown that, by controlling the aperture
size, the focal length and depth can be adjusted in a very wide range, from subwavelength to tens
of wavelengths, while the focal width maintains in an order of wavelength. 
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1. Introduction
The study of optical diffraction/scattering of apertures has a long history [1–4].
Considering the size of an aperture (a << λ, a ~ λ, a >> λ) and position of an observation
point (near field zone R << λ, intermediate field zone R ~ λ, far field zone R >> λ),
diffraction can be categorized according to the different kinds. Being of interest, far
field diffractions have been elaborately studied for both large apertures (known as
Fraunhofer diffraction or Fresnel diffraction [4]) and small apertures (a ~ λ) [5, 6].
Theories based on assumptions and proper approximations accurately describe far
field diffractions in elegant expressions [4–7]. For a tiny aperture (a << λ), near field
electro-optical interactions are in the focus of the study, where finite conductivity of
the metal of the opaque plane has to be considered [2, 6, 8]. And recently, optical
transmission through such a tiny aperture or periodically arrayed apertures has been
the subject of extensive research [9–11]. Nowadays, dimensions of integrated optical
devices have reached a scale of tens of micrometers in micro-optical systems;
further miniaturization will involve the intermediate zone diffraction of small apertures
(~ micrometers). In analyzing such diffractions, effects of near field interactions will
have to be considered.
In this work, firstly we analyze the diffraction of a small slit in a metal plane with
finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) numerical method, which rigorously solves
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the problem based on Maxwell’s equations and Drude model of metal. Both TE (electric
field is parallel with slit) and TM (magnetic field is parallel with slit) polarizations at
normal incidence are simulated and compared with those obtained with the scalar-field
Rayleigh–Sommerfeld (R–S) diffraction formula [12]. Diffraction patterns with local
maxima of different orders are observed in the intermediate zone. Of particular
interest is the 0th-order diffraction in this zone, which offers strong potential for beam
focusing or collimating applications in micro-optics. The effect/function can then be
extended to micro-apertures considering practically insensitivity of field patterns to
polarization in the intermediate zone.
2. Optical diffraction of a micro-aperture in the intermediate zone
Figure 1 shows FDTD calculated distribution of average intensity of diffracted light
normally incident on a slit of varying widths (a = λ, 2λ, 3λ, 4λ) in a metal (Ag) film
in TE/TM polarizations, which are compared with those calculated with scalar-field
R–S diffraction formula. In the FDTD analysis, finite conductivity of the metal (Ag)
is embodied in a Drude model  fit of its experimental
permittivity [13]. The thickness of the metal screen is 100 nm, discretized with
the grid size of 10 nm. An optical plane wave of 600 nm wavelength is normally
incident onto the screen. Since normalized units  [14] and same
incidence field amplitude of unity have been used, the calculated FDTD absolute
values of intensity in Fig. 1 should be comparable for both polarizations. In
calculations with scalar R–S formula [12], the kernel function was replaced with G0 =
=  for the 2-dimensional cylindrical waves, i.e., the scalar field
(1)
at the observation points. The corresponding intensity is I = φφ*. Here, k = 2π/λ,
R is a vector from point (x', 0) in the slit plane to the observation point (x, y) (z direction
is perpendicular to the paper plane), n' is the unit normal vector of the slit plane.
The field magnitude φ (x', 0) within the slit is considered as that of an unperturbed
incidence wave as usual. But it will be shown that a field distribution equivalent to
the perturbed one in reality can be self-constructed by evolution of the unperturbed
one within a very short spatial shift.
From Figure 1, one can observe similarity of the local diffraction patterns in
the intermediate zone for TE/TM polarizations and those calculated from scalar R–S
formula. A further examination indicates larger transmissivity for TE polarization
incidence. It is contrary to the case for very narrow slits (a << λ), in which surface
wave of plasmons excited at the slit enhances transmission of TM polarized incidence
light, while it is within a cut-off of waveguiding for TE polarization. Here, the induced
Ey-field in the TM case generates surface waves on the metal plane, which bring more
absorption and result in the transmission reduction (shown in Fig. 2 as an example). If
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neglecting the near field effects, diffraction of a slit can be considered as a superposition
of forward transmitting waves and perturbation waves induced by the edges. In
the results shown in Fig. 1, the perturbed field near the slit exit has M = Int(a/λ)
maxima of intensity, different from that of standing wave type interference forming
Fig. 1. FDTD simulated average intensity distributions of light diffracted by slits of varying widths in
a metal (Ag) film for TE and TM polarizations, compared with those calculated with scalar R–S
formula. In FDTD simulations, the thickness of the metal film is 100 nm, and the plane wave of 600 nm
wavelength is normally incident onto both the screen and the slit. Images of each column have the same
slit widths as indicated above of the set of photos, and each row corresponds to TE or TM polarization
in FDTD simulations or scalar analysis with R–S formula. Each colorbar is applied to images of the same
row. Sizes of all the images are the same (5×5 μm2).
Fig. 2. Distributions of Hy (or Ey) field amplitude for a slit of width 3λ under illumination of TE (or TM)
polarized light. The plane wave of wavelength λ = 600 nm is incident from the bottom side of each image.
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between the edge boundaries, which correspond to 2M maxima in principle. As it
propagates forward through the slit, it evolves into degressive numbers (M – 1,
M – 2, ..., 1) of maxima in the intermediate zone, which relate to far field diffraction
beams of the same orders. Among the local maxima in the intermediate zone,
the 0th-order shows strong confinement of transmitted power in the transverse
direction and there is a notable extent in the longitudinal direction. This property might
be used for beam shaping in the micro-optics regime.
We also calculated phase distributions of partial fields with FDTD simulations in
Fig. 3. It is interesting to find that the geometric symmetry results in antisymmetric
phase distributions of the induced fields Ey (for TM) and Hy (for TE) with respect to
the middle line. There are directions that transverse differentiation of phase of the field
Ey (for TM) or Hy (for TE) is large or abrupt (singular). It is shown, in Fig. 2, that
Fig. 3. Instant phase distributions of partial fields for a slit of width 3λ under illumination of TE (or TM)
polarized light. The plane wave of wavelength λ = 600 nm is incident from the bottom side of each image.
Fig. 4. A zoom-in line plot of the diffraction intensity distribution near the secondary source line of a slit
calculated with R–S formula, which shows self-construction of equivalent perturbed field in evolution
of the secondary source with finite width. The corresponding slit width is 1.8 μm and the wavelength is
600 nm.
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amplitudes of the partial fields appear minimal in such directions; while diffraction
intensity in these directions takes its maxima in far field.
As for calculation with the R–S formula, it neglects perturbation on initial
field within the aperture and near field interactions at the metal screen surfaces.
The dependence of diffraction on polarization is subject to the near field effects. As
the slit is larger than incidence wavelength, the near field effects are not dominant,
especially for the 0th-order diffractive transmission. It is also found that, although
an unperturbed field in the slit is assumed in the calculations, an equivalent edge
diffraction effect can result by the assumed finite secondary sources (see Fig. 4).
Self-construction of “perturbed” field shows effect immediately in an infinitesimal
shift from the source line. Notice that it is just the result of implementation of
R–S formula (Eq. (1)); for the far field (R >> λ) case, the equation evolves into
an approximation of Fourier transform. Self-construction of the perturbed field in
the aperture discloses the historical issue of how false assumptions of the diffraction
theory (Kirchhoff’s theory, or in Rayleigh–Sommerfeld form) lead to correct predictions.
From comparison with FDTD simulations, it also suggests that the scalar formula
cannot only be applied for diffraction of large apertures and far field diffractions, it
also works well in the intermediate zone for a small aperture of dimension in the order
of wavelength.
3. Performance of a micro-slit/hole lens for beam forming
We further evaluated the beam focusing of the 0th-order maxima for wider slits of
interest (up to ten wavelengths). It was found, as shown in Fig. 5, that the focal length
(distance of maxima to slit screen) can extend to a range of tens of wavelengths, while
the focal width (defined with full-width-half-maximum, FWHM) maintains within
a few wavelengths. The focal depth (defined as the spacing between a 10% drop from
the focal maximum in the forward direction) also varies in a range from subwavelength
to tens of wavelengths with the widening of the slit. Thus, for a narrower slit, it works
better as a focusing lens; for a wider slit, it can also work as a collimator. The collimated
beam was shown to have nearly plane wave fronts and Gaussian distribution of
intensity in transverse direction. In extrapolation, for large slits (a >> λ), the focal depth
approaches infinity, the diffraction principal maxima of which in far field appear
transversely well confined and nearly uniform in propagation direction. But for small
slits, far field diffraction is far away from the maxima near slit, thus it is highly
attenuated.
Note that, although the above analysis is based on the wavelength of 600 nm,
the results can be scaled with the wavelength and generalized in that the near field
effects are negligible for intermediate zone diffraction from the point of view of
applications. The scalar analysis can also be applied to apertures of rectangular and
circular shape, where the kernel equation is taken for spherical waves [12], G0 =
= exp(ikR)/R. Well-defined beam focusing is observed, as shown in Fig. 6. Notice that,
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for rectangular aperture of size within a few wavelengths, it needs to be square to avoid
mismatching of focus for orthogonal directions of diffraction. It is worth mentioning
that such intermediate zone diffraction pattern of a small aperture is very similar to
that of a small sphere, which also shows some focusing effect [15]. But the small
aperture shows obvious advantages in flexibilities of design, manufacturing and
functioning, e.g., in integration with other photonic or optoelectronic arrayed devices.
For conventional micro-optic lens, as its dimensions are reduced to a scale of
Fig. 5. Dependence of beam focusing parameters on slit width calculated with R–S formula. A colormap
of intensity along the middle line of forward propagating beam for different slit widths (a). Dependence
of focal length (FL) on slit width (b). Dependence of FWHM focal width on slit width (c). The label Δy




Fig. 6. Sliced 3D images of intermediate zone diffraction patterns of rectangular (1.8×1.8 μm2) – a,
and circular (1.8 μm in diameter) – b apertures. Wavelength of normal incidence plane wave is 600 nm.
Inset of each image is a transverse cross-section display of intensity distribution at the focal point.
a b
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micrometers, it fails to function because of edge diffraction and micro-cavity effects.
If it is to achieve the same level of performance with high numerical aperture (NA)
micro-optic lens, the integration density will have to be reduced, far less comparable
with a lens array of just micrometers-spaced apertures.
4. Conclusions
By analyzing the intermediate zone diffraction of a small aperture, we proposed some
type of optical beam shaping lens consisting of just a micro-aperture for beam focusing
and collimating for ultra-compact micro-optic applications. By controlling the aperture
size, the focal length and depth can be adjusted in a very wide range, from
subwavelength to tens of wavelengths, while the focal width maintains narrow within
an order of wavelength. The functions can also be extended to other spectrum regime
of electromagnetic waves.
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